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Whatever language can be learnt by man it is only to communicate but
mother tongue is the one which is best off all and the one that is inculculated in
our blood. This saying is applicable to everyone in this vast world. But it is
followed by us. KAP is the only present
organization
that
is
stressing
the
importance of mother tongue rather than
foreign language. Based on this we attended
the Arivial Tamil Mulakam on 1st February in
Analakam. We were all given certain topics
and were asked to give our talk in Tamil. All
the topics were relevant to nature. We
were asked to assemble in the hall by 9:00
in the morning. As usual we had our formal
meeting first. We had our special chief guest Mr.Lazer. He was called ‘special’
because of the certain characters he posed as he owned a trust named Kumari
Muthtamil Mandram and was also known for his great efforts that he did as a
dramatist. As usual Mr Velaian and all other team coordinators were also
present. Mr Velaian gave a small talk before the commencement of the formal
meeting. Sir felt happy that the IMA doctors have sent a reply letter which
stated our performance in the conference. The letter stated that they were
happy when mingling with students. In today’s world Tamil has become unique
and people often use English as a mean of communication but Tamil really stated
a relationship but now it is destroyed bit by bit. Sir also advised not to have too

many medicines. He also claimed us to reduce packed waters as it may contain
many invisible microorganisms. The soft drinks such as Pepsi, Miranda etc should
also be stopped. Mother’s milk is the most powerful one in this whole world.
Then Mr Velaian described our special guest. Then Mr Sugin Herbert gave a
small talk. Sir prescribed us to send the reports on time, do not send the
reports in the email address of the computer centre. Or else sir said us to write
the reports neatly in a paper and bring during the next session. And if the font
is changed then it is of no use because it does not get displayed. Then myself
went front to give a small talk explaining the experience of the Karur trip that I
recently underwent. Then we were charmed to hear the words from our special
guests Mr. Lazer. He started his speech by a Tamil poem. By the way he started
we could understand that he thinks Tamil as his blood. Sir told that he is very
happy to see us as we have got a wonderful chance in our life that sir did not
get even once in his life. He said some important steps that we should follow in
our life. One of which is to work hard to achieve our ambition in any particular
field. At this moment sir told the hidden reason behind the naming of the animal
kangaroo. The reason is that: some white people went to the forest on tour.
They saw a new creature in the forest which carried its young one in a pouch
attached in its stomach. The natives of that area were tribes of a different
kind. The white people asked the name of that animal to the natives. They
replied kangaroo which meant I do not know in their language. But this white
people named the animal as kangaroo. Mr. Lazer also said that Chinese have a lot
of affection about their mother tongue. He also gave an example for it. When
the American drink Coca-Cola was taken to China, the Chinese said that they
won’t accept it unless its name is changed. So this soft drink was changed as
Cocu Colu. Sir also mentioned the life history of many great personalities who
have worked hard in striving the best in life. The first person that sir
mentioned was Rabindranath Tagore. Tagore was very affectionate with his wife
and children. He had 13 children. Geetha was
the name of his wife. When his wife died, he
was very sad and wrote a book in the memory
of her, which contained many poems and this
book was named as Geethanjali. It is
considerable that Tagore got noble prize for
this book. In 1975 Tagore started his career
as a teacher. Then sir sang a song that stated
the behaviour of the modern cultured
students. It was really meaningful. Mr.Lazer described Velaian sir as a poet.
They met each other in a drama session when Velaian sir was 13yrs old and was
taking part in that drama and has acted as a girl. He labelled Velaian sir as a
good writer, a better dramatist and a best organizer. He recommended us to

overcome failure. This was presided by a real story of Kalam. Once Kalam and 11
others attended a selection process for a becoming a pilot. But unfortunately
only except Kalam all the other ten were selected. But Kalam did not lose heart.
But if he did so then he wouldn’t have achieved this credit in his life. This
taught us to overcome failures with a positive attitude. Sir also shared another
interesting life profile of another notable of our nation. The story is as follows.
A class contained a population of 40 pupils. A cricket match was conducted but
only 39 of them were selected as they were well fed and had strong bones and
muscles. But the one who was not selected argued against the teacher but she
refused to select him and made him disappointed. He went home and said his
father about the happenings in the school and said him to buy a cow and asked
him its milk as a daily food for him. Weeks past and he selected his own cricket
team in his village and played in the regional level and got selected for the
national. He gave his best in the national level match and was selected in the
Indian cricket team. And it was none other than the previous captain who got
the world cup for our Indian team Mr Kapil Dev. This proved that we should use
both failure and success equally. Once white people said that they are good
because God created them white. So Mr Radha Krishnan replied it as a story. It
is as follows: once God went to prepare rotti. The first one that God prepared
was not cooked properly and it was unable for him to eat. So they were called as
the white people. Then he started to prepare the next rotti. It was over cooked
and was black in colour. It was too difficult for him to eat. These were the
black people. Then he did the next one. This time it was properly cooked. And
this was the Indian people. In today’s world Brain drain is a threat to India’s
potential is aptly followed. Because most of the people learn in India and start
their career in foreign countries. Even today in America 30% of the scientists
are Indians, in England 20% of the doctors are Indians, in China 10% of the
computer engineers are Indians. Then sir directed us to use the efforts that sir
put in shaping our knowledge. Sir narrated his next story. It is as follows: there
was a class in America which contained 50 students. The teacher asked them a
question. It is as follows: who will accompany me if I go to heaven? 48 students
recorded their willingness. But two students refused to join her. When asked to
the first child she replied that her mother told her to return home as soon the
school bell rings. And when the second student, he replied that he has to
become the president of America. Whole class burst out laughing as he was
from a poor background as he did not even have a slate to write, dress to wear
and he could not even afford his food. He went to the woods for felling trees.
In his way there he saw the white house with great amazement but his father
bet him in his shoulder and said him not even to think of going there. He stood
for the senate election and he failed there, then he stood for the governor
election and again failed. Even his wife died within 1 year of marriage. He had 28

failures in his life. He received a letter one day and that to from a small child
named Grace. The letter advised him to change his appearance. And he followed
her advice and changed his appearance. At last he became the president of
America. It was none other than Mr.Abraham Lincoln. This demonstrated me
learn from failures and to not lose hope. The life history of Lincoln is translated
in various languages. A saint was sitting in the top of a mountain. 5 boys went
there to see him. But they went on looking the precious diamond in his neck but
did not notice his face. They kept on looking his diamond. The saint said that he
will be asking a question and the rightly answered will get this diamond as a gift.
He asked that which is the best water in this vast world ?. The first boy
answered that it is the Ganga water which serves as the main source of water
for the poor innocent people of India. The second boy answered that the no
person can live without water even for 48 hours. So the drinking water is the
best water in the world. The third boy answered that every man can express
feelings only through the tears so it can only be the best water in this world.
The fourth boy replied that the drop of water that fall on the shell of the
oyster is the best water in the world. Finally the 5th boy answered that the
sweat of the farmers that flow out while doing hard work during the noontime is
the best water in the world. The saint was impressed by the answer that was
given by the 5th boy and he presented the diamond to the 5th boy. Sir also
advised us to respect the elders. He repeatedly counseled us to think positively.
There was a tree in the midst of the village. It seemed different from all the
trees of that village. A boy took a small nap in the bottom of that tree. He
wished that he needed some water to drink. Suddenly he got it. Then he wished
for some food. At the next moment he got it. Then he desired to have a house.
He got it. Then he wanted a bungalow. He got it. Then he wished to become the
king of the village. He became the king. Then he wanted to become the king of
kings. Then he got the supreme power in that locality. At this juncture he
thought who would have given this things and positions to him he suspected that
it might surely be a devil and he got doubt that if the devil kills me what would
happen. When this thought came inside his mind a devil appeared and killed him.
The Indian history has become the base for all inventions. For example sir told
that Seevakan took his wife in maitpori and Ravan took Sita in pushpakavimanam.
This has become the base for the present model of aeroplane. Then Achsah
from green team gave the feedback for sir’s speech. Then Sugin Herbert sir
honoured Mr.Lazer by presenting a book.
Then Velaian sir announced that the next session that is the
presentation session is about to begin and we students will be evaluated by Mr
Edwin Sam and Dr Sugin Herbert. Maroon team started the session. Frist it was
my chance to deliver my speech. My topic was sacred groves. Sir said that my
speech was good and he also told me to add some more information. Then it was

the chance of Annlin Tino to come forward to talk about the topic ‘Conversion of
paddy fields to housing plots’. Following points were recorded by her:

Agriculture is more or less destroyed in today’s world.

The traditional method of growing crops is forgotten by the people.

And she also mentioned the news that was put on a Tamil
newspaper.
Then Anisha R.S came forward to give a talk on the topic estuary. She made us
clear that estuary is a place where the sea water and the fresh water mix. This
is a place where fish production is found. But now the tourists throw plastics
and use some chemicals like soap in it so that the fish reproduction is damaged.
Then Pratheesh said about the medicinal plants found in our district. He
reported that there are more medicinal plants in our district, namely neem,
hibiscus, banyan etc.
After him Abiram presented a fabulous speech on the topic ‘Food Chain’.
He made sure that all the plants and animals are interconnected for food.
After him it was the chance of Anisha N to come on stage for
presenting a speech on the topic ‘convestion of oysters to decorative things’.
She stated that these oysters are largely present in China. And she also said
that the headquarters in Tamilnadu is in Thoothukuddy.
After her speech an attractive speech was given by Sowbarnika. Her
topic was tapioca. She described that this tapioca is largely preferred by the
farmers as it is disease resistant and also it is used for making gum. In present
days it is used for curing cancer.
Yellow was next in order.
The leader of yellow team arose first to give a speech on the topic sea
resources of Kanyakumari district. She made it clear that sea resources are the
best resources in the world. In KK district the total sea shore distance is about
68km in length.
Followed by Lakshmi, Divya gave a talk on ‘Panchakaviyam’. The meaning
of Panch means 5 and the meaning of kaviyam is from cow. This word meant the
five things that is got from the cow and which is useful to the plants in several
ways. It resists the insects from eating the plants. We came to know about the
lifestyle of the coastal people only after hearing the speech of Rugen. He
specified that they live a risky life and they put in large effort to make simple
living. The only occupation for them is fishing. Then Ancy Jeneiba came forward
to present a talk on the topic multiple uses of Palmira tree. Ashwidha came
forward next. Her speech was meaningful. Shajin gave a detailed account about
the topic Cross pollination. He denoted that this was done only by some agents
like air, water, animals etc. Nishika gave a talk on the topic endangered plants.
Jerisha was the last person from yellow team to present her speech. Her
speech was titled as organic farming. She conveyed that previously traditional

methods were used but nowadays in order to get a high yield farmers use
chemical fertilizers.
Then blue came next in order. It was started by the leader Dharshini. She
spoke on the topic water resources. She indicated that water is essential
requirements of every person in his or her daily needs.Then Krishnaveni gave an
account of kitchen gardens. She insisted everyone to practice kitchen garden
because it can provide the vegetables that is needed by everyone in their daily
cooking and moreover we can confirm that no harmful chemicals are sprayed on
it. When we mix the seeds with the ashes and then sow it then it can be insect
resistant. Then Dawnlynlal offered a speech on the topic water resources of
Kanyakumari district. He detailed that water is the most important component
of life. He gave a statistical representation of the water resources in our
district. He stated that there are more than 1000 rivers in our district. Meera
gave the life profile of the great scientist Namaalvar. She described that he
was the person who forced everyone to practice organic farming. He has visited
various farms in different countries. He has also published several books on
organic farming. Organic farming is spreading in Tamil Nadu. Amatyavishalini
went forward to justify these sentence. She indicated that in Tamil Nadu
districts like Erode, Thirutheni and Ooty follow organic farming, even though
there is not enough water for irrigation. Ferdin Beny gave a detailed account
about the topic Back waters. He stated that this is now used by the tourist as a
picnic spot. Brazil is having the biggest backwater in the world and Pichavaram
in Tamilnadu is the second largest in the world. Then it was the chance of Jera
Lincy Mol to deliver a speech on the topic sea algae. She mentioned that algae
are used as fertilizers for plants. It is termed as the national food of China,
Japan, Korea and New Zealand. After Lincy, Rohansi got a chance to talk about
the topic ‘conservation of papaya tree’. She gave the full profile of this plant.
She specified that Cariga papaya is the species name of it. It is rich in Vitamin
A. Then Brinda come forward to talk a few words on the topic ‘vegetable garden
in schools’. She insisted each and every student to grow vegetables gardens in
school. She mentioned that the waste water can be used for irrigating the plant.
And she stressed that the fibre in the coconut can be used for it as a
fertilizer. Gini was the last student in blue team to deliver her speech on the
topic ‘steps to keep the coastal areas clean’. She said that more coconut trees
should be grown in the coastal environment. All the plastics should be put in the
dust bin.
Then it was the chance of the red team to give their presentations. As usual
the leader came forward. Steffy spoke on the topic Industrial conditions. She
marked that even though the lifestyle of the people are increased, the
environment is degraded. More diseasesare also found in the society. Ethazl
spoke on the topic ‘Air we breathe’. Our ancestors lived more years than we do

because they breathe pure air which was free from pollution. Even because of
this impure air some deadly diseases like cancer, asthma attacked people. Then
Nitya spoke on the topic ‘water flow in Kodayar’. She made us clear that Kodayar
starts from Muthukuzhivayal. The present condition of the AVM channel was
rightly explained by Shanu. She abbreviated AVM as Aanadha Victoria
Marthandavarma. It was a source of drinking water. Joshika Raj spoke about
the ways in which the living organisms are destroyed. She mentioned about the
ways in which the sparrows are extinct in this world. It is because of the
radiation of the cell phone towers. When the industrial wastes are released into
water it can harm the marine life stocks. Jayavarshini gave an account of the
birds that is in an urge to extinct. She mentioned that eagle die because of the
use of DDT. Water hen dies because of the soap water. Varsha from red team
gave an interesting talk about the tourist places in India. She discussed that
our district is filled with tourist spots. Bowshika made us clear about the
mineral resources in our district. Our coast line starts from Nerody to
Vattakotai. Resources like Monocyte, Thorium, Rute oil etc are present. Griffin
spoke about the paddy field that has to be protected. Mervin gave an
interesting talk on the topic flower covered in Kanyakumari district. He spotted
white lotus as a medicine for heart diseases. Nivethitha discussed about the
solution amithakarasal. She told us the steps by which it should be prepared and
the method by which it should be added to the soil. Dhanu gave a talk on the
topic endangered insects. He gave the reason that it is due to the addition of
chemical fertilizer.
Then green team started its presentation. First Achsah gave her talk. She
spoke on the topic forest. In Kanyakumari district once forest covered 1/3 area.
But 0.6% of the forest is damaged annually. Then Krishna Kumar gave a talk
about Vattakotai. It got its name Vattakotai because of its round fort. It has
its own historical importance. Then Fathima detailed some of the ill effects of
rubber plantation. Jeshwini’s talk on Pallayar River was really informative and
she conveyed the reason and urge to save our rivers. It is 37km in length. It
mixes in sea in Manakudi. Abarna told about the place Parthibapuram. It is a
historically important place. There is a temple located here. Then Sheka
Kanyakumari District, once famous for its numerous ponds and paddy fields lost
its charm due to filling of ponds and destruction of paddy fileds. Therur pond is
the biggest pond in our district. There are more than 4000 ponds in our district.
She lamented the present condition and advised every one of us to strive hard
for protecting our ponds. Jeneiba gave a detailed account of the domestic
animals. She asked everyone to grow some domestic animals in every house. Then
Jershiya gave us a lot of information about the Western Ghats. Lastly it was
the chance of Bibisha to give her speech on the topic wild animals of
Kanyakumari district.

This meeting was perfectly an interesting one as I got a chance to speak in
my mother tongue. Moreover I got lot of information about our district.
Let me conclude my report with a big thanks to Mr. Mullanchery Velaian
and applause to every young scientists for utilizing the given opportunity in a
fruitful manner disclosing their interest and talent in our mother tongue.

1.A.S.LEKSHMI,
YELLOW TEAM.
It was a cheerful and an adventures day
because we all the
young scientist got a
chance to speak in
Tamil, which is more
important that our
mother tongue is
Tamil. The main aim
of this programme is to develop our speaking sense
in our mother tongue and to reduce our stage fear.
The programme was started at 9.00am and Steffy
had compeered the programme. The personalities
on the dais are Er.Mullanchery.M.Velaian, organizer
of KAP, Dr.Surjin Herbert, Mr.P.Laser, organizer of
Kumari Muthtamil Mantram, Mr. Edwin Sam, and Dr.
Edwin Gladson. Then Er.Mullanchery.M.Velaian wished us for our performance in
Karur and Namakkal and he also told about the mail which was send by
Dr.Mallika from Namakkal and then Steffy told the content of her mail. Then
Mr.Velaian told that wherever we go, we should know to mix and adjust with
that surrounding. He told that we should be the best in our mother tongue and
that is not only a language but it is a relation and gives us a separate energy. He
also gave some advices on our food habit and then he told that first we should
understand our nature. After that he welcomed and introduced all the
personalities who are on the dais. Then Mr.P.Laser started his speech with a
Tamil poem and first of all he told that we should seek our talent and then we
should grow our talent in that field. He told some examples through which we
can easily understand about the other countries love on their language. First he
told that when England people went to a place where the Red Indians live and

the English people saw an animal there and asked the Red Indians and at that
time they told that kangaroo which means ‘don’t know’ in their language but the
English people thought that it was the name of that animal and they also began
to call it in the same name. Then he told that when Americans went to China and
there the Americans introduced a drink but the Chinese were strong that the
name of that drink should only be in Chinese language and the name of that
drink is Coca Cola. Then told about Rabinthanath Tagore that he was the first to
win Nobel Prize and he loved his wife Geetha very much and at once when she
died suddenly, he felt worry and wrote a book in this mother tongue that is
Bengali and the name of that book which he dedicated to his wife is Gheethajali.
He informed thatn mother’s milk is the healthiest food and the best medicine.
He recited a poem sang by a poet about his son and that poem describes about
the new generation’s lifestyle. He further narrated an incident happened in a
school in Haryana, there in a class totally 40 students, once the P.E.T master
called the students for cricket and all the students went for the selection but
the master selected only 39 students and only one is rejected but he too did
not left his confidence and worked hard and became one among the real life
cricket heroes. He is the one only, who brought 1983 world cup for India under
his leadership and the person who deserves and owns all this words is Mr.Kapil
Dev and he was rejected at once by his P.E.T master but now he owns the
cricket field and proved that nothing can win than hard work and confidence. He
mentioned about the story of a great man, at once when there had been an
interview for aeronautical engineer, 11members went , 10 were selected, and
only one was not selected and that man felt sad and then he worked hard and
proved that failure is the stepping stone to success and the other 10 members
are working in some places but no one knows them because they are not the
hard workers but this disqualified man proved himself as a challenger and been
a winner, he is none other than the former President of India and the great
scientist Dr.A.P.J.Abdul Kalam. He too showed that everything is a part of life
and everything is learning, so failure is only the first step of learning.
Mr.P.Laser finally told that hard work is important and if we have hard work
then nothing can overtake it. While Mr.P.Laser told this examples I thought
about an moral that a person who haven’t know what failure is, the man who
haven’t tried to do anything differently in his life. After that he told when
Gandhi came to TamilNadu, he met a youngster and at that time this boy asked
Gandhi that why you won’t drink the milk of cow and Gandhi replied that cow’s
blood only is becoming its milk so I won’t drink it, at that time this boy asked
that mother’s blood is becoming the milk, then how could we drink it. Gandhi felt
proud of that youngster and told that one day you will become a great man and
he is none other than the 1st citizen of India and the person whose birthday we
celebrating as teacher’s day that is Dr.Radha Krishnan. Mr.P.Laser also told that

when British ruled India, the British told that God loves them so only they are
in white color and they hated us so only we are in moderate color and at that
time Dr.Radha Krishna told that when God tried to make rotti, in his first
attempt the rotti was not fried and was in white so instead of wasting it he
made some people with that and they are the white people and for the second
time while he made it to fry a lot so it become black so he made some people
with that and they are Africans and for the third time he made the rotti
correctly and it became a moderate color and then also he made some people
with that correct rotti and they are the Indians. Mr.P.Laser also told the
situations after the independence of India that is on 15th August 1947 and now
we people are educated and the whole world is in need of the knowledge of
Indians and Bill Gates-Founder of Microsoft and he says that if Indians are not
ready to work in US, then he change the Microsoft to India. In USA 30% of the
scientist and 20% doctors, in China 10% computer engineers are Indians. He also
narrated a story that happened in the school in America, there are 50 students
in a class and at one day the teacher told the students that he is going to
heaven and how many students are willing to come with him and at that time
everyone except 2 of them raised their hands and told that they are willing to
come with the teacher and the teacher asked that two students why they are
not willing to see heaven and one answered that his mother told that correctly
at 4’o clock, he should be at the home and other one told that after becoming
the president of USA, he will come with the teacher to see the heaven and when
he told those words everyone in the class including the teacher started laughing
because he is a son of a poor slave and even don’t have enough food to eat and
no enough dress to wear, and at that time his father used to do works in a
place near to the White House and he also used to see that place and started
working hard and then he participated in the election for 27 times but in all the
27 times he failed continuously and at once he begin to think that why I am
failing these much times, at that time he got a letter from a 12 year old girl
called Grace and in that letter it was written that the person had a very bad
luck because of his beard, so if he remove that beard then he will win the
election and this man haven’t thought that it was an advise of a 12 year old girl
and also removed the beard and he started giving his speech but he got no stage
so he went to a place filled with trees and he gave his speech there and at that
time the wind blows and the flowers from the tree fell down on him and he
hopes that there are things to appreciate him and by that hope and confidence,
he became the president of USA. He is the great and the great Mr. Abraham
Lincoln. His life history is the only one which has been written in many languages
after the life history of Jesus.

Through his life challenges we came to understand the above statement is
true and also if the 26 plans failed then also don’t worry because again
there are 247 letters in Tamil, 22 in Latin, 20 in Italy, 26 in Germany, 27
in Spanish, 214 in Chinese and a lot but the only important thing is that
we should not leave our hope and confident. We should always have a goal
in our life.
Mr.P.Laser also told the story that when 5 youngster went to Everest and there
they saw a Rishi having a Rs.5 lakh diamond necklace and these Rishi told that
he will ask a question and the man who gives the correct answer will get the
necklace and the question he asked is that which water is the world’s purest
water and the answers which he got from them are that ganga water, drinking
water, rainfall water, sea water but these answers are wrong and the last
answer is that the sweat of the hard workers and that’s the correct answer
because the sweat can transform the people, transform their country and he
got that diamond necklace. Mr.P.Laser also told an interesting story that when a
man sleeping under a tree but he don’t know that if he sat under there then he
will get all the things which he wishes the things which he asked are water,
food, house, bungalow, king, king of kings and as a result he got all this things
and at the last he thought that if a ghost came here and lived with him then
what will be his condition and as per his wish the ghost came and killed him.
Through this we can understand that we should only have positive thought
always. He also told a story in Mahabharata that when Bhishma was in his
death bed, he wanted water and at that time Arjuna launched his arrow to the
ground and gave water to Bhishma and in this story a science is hidden that the
groundwater and bore well system. Finally he told that we should be a good
citizen and we should also utilize our chance/opportunity. Then Mr.Velaian told
that our speech should not only be a talk but it should be research oriented.
Then we started our presentation according to our team wise.
MAROON TEAM:
Attendance of the students:

First Varsha told about sacred grooves and the notables points are
that people have a belief that if any trees of this place were cut then it will
harm the people who are living in that village and the uses of this sacred
grooves are lot such as it gives rainfall, provides a moderate climate, water,
prevents soil erosion, it also contains many medicinal plants. In KanyaKumari, the
biggest sacred groove is in Agasthisvaram which is of 2.6hectares, of black soil
but now the medicinal plants of this place were destroyed and the wildlife also
got disturbed and the water content also decreased. So it’s our duty to
preserve such sacred grooves. Then Lino told about the changing of agricultural
field in to house plots and the points which she mentioned are the main reason
for this is due to the lack of wages to farm workers, so people give up their
lands and build houses and due to this many farmers go for suicide and even the
available land are cultivated by only using chemicals like urea, potassium etc….
She also told about an article in the daily thanthi published on October 22nd and
the solution which she told is that the govt. should form a separate commission
for looking after the agricultural field. After that Anisha told about the fertile
land for fishes-Estuaries and the important points of her speech are that when
we use soap while bathing in rivers and ponds, the chemicals of it mixes with the
water in Estuaries and wastes like plastics kills the fishes and the wealth of
the estuary gets destroyed and her presentation got many tips from our guides
to develop more. After that Pratheesh told about medicnal plants in
KanyaKumari district and in that he told some of the medicinal plants and their
uses and he told that in Ramayana epic Hanuman takes a medicinal mountain and
a part of it falls on KanyaKumari and he also told some of the English medicines
and the medicinal plants which has the higher uses than the English medicines.
Then Abiram told about food chain in that he mentioned about food chain
process which is very useful to the environment and the plants are eaten by
grasshopper then they are by frog, it was taken by the snake and then eagle
have it. He told that we hate some animals but in this chain if anyone of the
natural resource had endangered then the whole cycle will get disturbed, so
each and everything is important for the life to survival.
YELLOW TEAM:
Attendance of the students:
First I told about how to save the sea resources and the importance
points which I mentioned are the lengths of the coastline and then the ways to
preserve the estuaries, to use traditional methods of fishing, avoiding the
chemical and the untreated wastes from the industries located in the seashores
[for example: the industries located in the shores of Ennore-Manali], sewage
water and plastics from house pollute sea shores [for example:
Eraviputhenthurai is the most polluted sea shore in KanyaKumari], awareness
among tourist and the people also helps in preserving the sea resources because

without preserving marine natural environment, we can’t preserve sea resources.
Then Rujan gave his speech on the topic the challenges faced by the coastal
people. The points which he mentioned are their challenges in facing the waves,
the disease which they are affected such as cancer, malaria etc.., the effects
of tsunami that is the loss of their houses, the people fight with sea and gives
food to us but we people are not giving any respect to them and he concluded
that they are facing a lot of challenges but even though sea is their mother.
Ancy Jenifa told about Palm tree that is mostly present in the Asian countries
like India, China etc…, and a family of grass, it grows to 30m-40m, there also
many medicinal uses for this tree like is good for keeping our body cool, but now
their number is decreasing due to the deforestation and especially no worker to
climb it. Then Jerisha told about organic farming and she told that in the year
1940, the artificial method of agriculture started in India, due to which the
fertility of land and the purity of water got degraded , the main important step
is the crop rotation and the process of seeding is very important to do with
care, and the fertilizer are like dried leaves, animal wastes, papers etc can gave
our land more fertile and the crops healthy for eating, so it is necessary to
follow natural way of agriculture.
GREEN TEAM:
Attendance of the students:
First Achsah told on ‘Love the Forest’, the points which she told are some of
benefits of forest like sandal wood, good air to breathe, medicines, honey, teak,
food, so many trees, prevents soil erosion etc…, if a country has 1/3 part of
forest then the country is a wealthy country, per year 0.6% of forest are
destroyed, if the forests are not conserved then it can also lead to global
warming and ozone depletion and she also mentioned some forests and their
total area and then she told that if no forest, then there will be no rainfall and
air to breathe and finally if no air and water then there will be no life. March
22nd is celebrated as wildlife day and also the Govt. should not allow tourist to
visit forest and we should conserve our forest. Then Krishna Kumar told about
Vattakottai and he told that it was round in shape and was built in 18th century
with 25 feet height, it was about 7 km from KanyaKumari and was built to
disallow Dutch company to enter in to our country, in the front gate of this fort
was the picture of 2 elephants and the Pandian’s symbol-fish, the soil of the sea
here is different because it is in black color and finally the view from this fort
is excellent because on the one hand there is a mountain view and other hand it
is a sea and coastal view. Then Fathima Haashima talked on the topic ‘Changing
of agriculture fields to rubber fields’ and she explained about food crops like
banana, paddy that are turning to rubber only because of the greed of the
people and if it continues then we have to depend on other districts for food
and also because of this rubber there will be no balance in the economy. So we

should spread awareness among people about the threat of rubber cultivation.
After that Abarna told about Parthibapuram and the temple present there. It
was very easy to understand because once we visited it. The notable points are
that Parthivam means ‘King’. First Cheras owned this place. Their emblem was
‘Bow’ (vil). So, the Cheras was also called Villavan. Thus, Villavancode became
Vizhavancode. In the generation Ayyee, from the family of Ayywale was
Karunanthadahan. Aayyee was a generous person. That temple’s name is
Parthasarathi. Paarthan means Arjuna. Parthasarathi means Arjuna’s driver,
that is, Kannan. It was named so because their God was Kannan. The names of
statues of Gods present in that place ere Waragamoorthi, Wadakamperumal,
Karagandeswarar,
Parthasarathi,
Mahadevar,
Ambaadi
Krishnan,
Thakshanamoorthy, Ayyapan and Naagarkumbam and we also told some of the
points which she left. Shaeka told about the decreasing of ponds. Her points are
that once KanyaKumari was known as mini Kashmir, but now it is full of hospitals
and from Nagercoil-Vadaseryi once it had a big pond called Vadasery pond and
in parvathipuram once it was parvathi kulam and the Amravati kulam once it was
13 acres and now it is only 8 acres. If it continues then in future there will be a
fight for water and so we should preserve our ponds. After that Jershvini told
about the pollution of Palayar River. The points she specified are the reason for
pollution that is the untreated sewage, domestic wastes, oil spills, throwing of
wastes into the sea; at once this water was used for drinking and irrigation
purpose but now it was full of wastes; there are some organization like friends
of Palayar are helping to change this condition. The steps to prevent them are
such as the people should avoid polluted the river by avoiding the dumping of
wastes and the Govt. has to clean the river and give a proper maintenance to it.
RED TEAM:
Attendance of the students:
First of all Steffy told about Industrial & Ecological Conditions. She
talked about UK which was the first country to be industrialized, industrial
revolution can cause deforestation which causes air pollution and global warming,
the gases released from the rubber factories, hollow bricks etc causes many
respiratory problems and even cancer, also causes diseases and conclusded that
the industries are neither good nor bad and everything is in our hands. Then
Joshika Raj told about the conditions of Bio-Diversity of KanyaKumari District.
The notable points which she told are the increasing population leads to
deforestation, due to the deforestation many animals are becoming extinct and
not only animals even many medicinal plants also endangered, the radiation from
mobile towers effects birds, most importantly the food chain has collapsed due
to the use of more pesticides and the increasing cultivation of rubber which
does not support Bio-Diversity because they absorb water vapours from the

atmosphere. Shanu told about the Need of cleaning of AVM canal, in that she
informed that it is near to sea but even it is not salt water and due to dumping
of wastes it become polluted and the Government has to take steps to clean it
because otherwise the people will face water scarcity. Then Ethalzh told about
the air such ss the components of air and a person can live without food for few
days but without air we can’t survive for even few minutes. Now the air which
we breathe are polluted by various toxic gases like CO2, methane etc… and the
natural pollutants like the volcanic eruption also makes the air polluted, this can
also cause greenhouse effect, this polluted air can cause cancer to humans and
they also brings acid rain, so to survive with good health we need good air so
let’s prevent the air pollution and breathe fresh air.
BLUE TEAM:
Attendance of the students:
In this team, the presentation was started by Dharshini about water,
that the world is covered for about 97% of saltwater and 3% of fresh water,
the main need for the water increases due to the increasing pollution, ground
water level decreases, sea level increases and shortage of rainfall cause the
shortage of water and if there is no water to drink then no living being can
survive. So the conservation of water is very necessary for the human and all
the other organisms’ survival. Then Krishnaveni told about kitchen garden that is
the process through which we can grow the vegetables for our household
purpose, it is very important because it can save our money, time and can ensure
our health because the vegetables which we are buying from shops are
cultivated with inorganic substances and they can cause many diseases but the
vegetables which we cultivated in kitchen gardens will not cause any diseases
because normally we are using only organic substances or waste from our
kitchen,s. So it very important in the modern life to have a kitchen garden in
every house. Then Brindha told about the school garden, that is the garden in
the schools can not only give the vegetables but when the students come
forward to do such things their involvement, team work will also increase and
mainly they attract to the nature. Then there will no wastage of water because
we can use the water in which we wash our hands and vessels can be used to
water these plants and this gives a greenly environment and which can give the
pleasant air also, so let’s promote a vegetable garden in our school. After that
Jini told about the cleanliness which we have to maintain in the seashore and in
her speech she told that the pleasant sea is now full of dumped wastes,
industrial wastes like chemicals etc should not be mixed with the sea, we should
not throw plastics and polythene things into the sea, also we should not cut down
the seashore trees, we should be careful while we are handling oil in the sea and
the shore because oil spill can pollute the sea.

Then after all our presentation first Dr.Surjin Herbert gave some
remarks and guidance, his guidance are that within the time given to us we
should talk and make others understand about our topics and then we should
manage our topic according to the time. Then most importantly we should see
the audience and speak. After he told all our presentations were quite good. By
following him Mr. Edwin Sam, he too wished us and he told that our knowledge
will increase when we are speaking, skill will increase when you get experience
and finally told that we should have a systematicknowledge and evidence to
speak. After that Dr. Edwin Gladson, wished us, our parents and then KAP
members for giving us, the students such activities. Then Mr. Velaian told his
deep felt of thanks to Analagam and he wished us for our performance and
future programmes too. We all finished the day with Our National Anthem.
THANK YOU KAP FOR SUCH AN OPPORTUNITY

Report by
R.S. Anisha.
KAP provides excellent opportunity to grow for the young
scientists whom they are nurturing during the year 2013-2014. It is proven that
education through mother tongue is more advantageous than other language.
With this in mind a programme on “Arivial Tamil” was arranged at “Analagam” on
02-02-2014. I was amazed to see all the young scientists at the venue in time
and by 9.10 AM every one occupied their seats to begin the programme. This
time Steffy got the chance to anchor the programme where as it was more
appropriate to listen to her sweet voice. The chief guest Mr. P. Lassar the head
of Kumari Muthamizh mantam was introduced followed by Mr. M. Valaian the
organizer of our kumari Arivial Peravai [Kap] then Mr. Sajeev, Mr. Edwin Sam
the social scientist, Dr. Edwin Gladson.
The introduction, purpose and need for such a programme was aptly
given by Mr. Velaian. He also introduced all the dignitaries present in the dais.
No doubt, English is very much essential and useful as an communicational
language but he lamented that we should not forget our mother tongue. He
specified that mother tongue will make us to achieve our goal.
Next P. Lassar the head of Kumari Muthamizh mantam talked
about '' tamilae thai'' to prove that mother tongue will win. He sing a song that
is:
''Addippathu aasiriarin poruththam,
athanal manavarkazhukku varuththam
aanal pinnal varum thiruththam

addippathu aasiriarin poruththam''.
We are really happy to hear it. Then he said a story that there was a sage in
Himalayas. While he was on meditation five friends came to meet him. He wore a
diamond necklace and the 5 five friends looked at that and stood on silence. At
that time the sage told to them that he was a sage he didn’t need such a
necklace. He informed them he was ready to give the diamond necklace to
anyone who give the correct answer to his question. Then he asked the question
”Which is the most holiest water in this world”? The 5 replied different
answers the answers are following:
First one said as ''Ganga river’s water''.
Second one said as ''drinking water''.
Third one said as ''tears from human eyes''.
Fourth one said as ''rain water which change an oyster into a pearl.
Fifth one said as ''the sweat of the farmer''.
The sage removed
his diamond necklace and gave it to the fifth one. Thus he concluded his
speech. Then Achsah of green team narrated the event in short followed
by the young scientists Thamil muzhakkam on our specific topic.
Maroon team:
Varsha on sacred grooves.
Anlin Tino on farming in nowadays.
Myself on estuaries in our district.
Pradeesh on Medicinal plants in our district.
Abiram on food chain.
N. Anisha on oyster.
Keerthika on mangroove forest.
Sowbarnika on maravalli kizhanku.
Yellow team:
Lakshmi on sea resources.
Divya on panchakavyam.
Rugen on challenges faced by coastal people.
Ancy Jenifa on Palmyra tree.
Ashwitha on lands without channels.
Shajin on challenges of ayal magarantha cherkai.
Nishika on endangered banana tree.
Jeraha on organic farming.
Blue team:
Dharshini on neerai pottuvom.
Krishnaveni on kitchen garden.
DanlinDal on dam and the water resources.
Meera on Nammalvar.
Amarthiyanishalini on spreading of organic farming in Tamil nadu.

Fedrin Benni on backwaters.
Jeralin shimimol on sea weeds.
Rohanshini on papaya tree.
Brintha on school vegetable garden.
Jini on cleaness of coastal area.
Red team:
Steffy on industrial and ecological condition.
Ethazh serin Josheph on air.
Vidya on Kodhayar river and irrigation.
Joshika Raj on endangered speciece in kanya kumari district.
Jeya Varshini on endangered birds.
Varsha on production of tourist place.
Boushika on sand in our distict.
Griffrin in production of rice.
Mervin on our district's flowers.
Dhanu on endangered insects.
Green team:
Nivethitha on Amirthakaraisal.
Achsah on forest
Krishna Kumar on Vattakkottai.
Fathima Harshima on effects on rubber plantation in our district.
Jeshwini on pollution of palayar river.
Abarna on parthipapuram.
Sheka on endangered ponds.
Jeniba on domestic animal.
Maria Joshika on protection of western ghats.
Bibisha on wild life in our district.
We all did our presentation in Tamil and Dr. Sugin Herbert & Mr. Edwin Sam
awarded remarks.
It was one more memorable day to every one of us to listen to others, to
speak in our mother tongue. Again I felt all the young scientists appreciated Mr.
Velaian’s effort who was instrumental not only in satisfying our quest in science
but also our mother tongue and our culture.
All of us stood for national anthem when the clock showed it’s time 4.22
PM and left the venue with my mother and brother who were watching the
entire programme from morning to the end.

THANK YOU........

